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Abstract 10 

Following the 2010/2011 Canterbury and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes, a number of reinforced 11 

concrete (RC) beams in high-rise structures developed a single primary crack at the beam-12 

column interface without the formation of distributed secondary cracks along the beam length. 13 

Detailed assessments showed that these beams have conforming longitudinal steel ratios and 14 

the single-crack mechanism may be due to design and/or construction practices for beam-15 

column joints in the 1980s. In order to investigate the seismic behaviour of reinforced concrete 16 

beams with detailing that inhibited the spread of flexural yielding, an experimental program 17 

was carried out on RC beam specimens, having similar reinforcement detailing to that of beams 18 

that developed a single crack at their ends during the Kaikoura earthquake to understand their 19 

seismic behaviour, post-earthquake reparability, and residual low-cycle fatigue life. 20 

Experimental results showed that the beams were able to undergo significant inelastic drift 21 

demands without loss of lateral resistance and have sufficient residual drift capacity following 22 

moderate and large earthquake demands. The response of the beams specimens was dominated 23 

by hinge rotation via bond-slip mechanism. Comparisons showed that the measured drift 24 

capacities of the beams exceeded the predicted drift capacities computed using state-of-the-25 

practice procedures. 26 
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Introduction 27 

A major feature in the seismic design of moment-resisting frames is the strong-column-weak 28 

beam concept. For a reinforced concrete frame structure to exhibit ductile behaviour during 29 

seismic excitations, plastic hinges need to form at the beam ends. Such hinges must have the 30 

capability to undergo large inelastic deformations and dissipate energy without tangible 31 

strength degradation.  32 

In the last three decades, the inelastic behaviour (especially bond-slip mechanism) of ductile 33 

RC beam-column components with conventional distributed cracking mechanism has been 34 

studied using experimental and analytical approaches in various studies (Filippou et al. 1983; 35 

Saatcioglu et al. 1993; Sezen and Setzler 2008; Tastani and Pantazopoulou 2013). In ductile 36 

beams with a conventional distributed cracking mechanism, the contribution of bond-slip 37 

mechanism to inelastic deformation is reported to typically range from 15% – 40%. The 38 

remaining deformation is due to secondary flexure and flexure-shear cracking along the beam 39 

span. Modern concrete design philosophies are hinged on the notion that the response of RC 40 

beam-column elements will be dominated by distributed cracking mechanisms. However, 41 

following the 2011 Christchurch and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes, post-earthquake reports (e.g. 42 

Smith and Devine (2012)) described the formation of a limited cracking mechanism (and 43 

vertical sliding displacement) in beams of modern RC structures (Figure 1). 44 

A huge concern after the 2011 Christchurch and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes was that the 45 

concentrated deformations at the single crack would potentially reduce the plastic rotation 46 

capacity of the hinges (it was assumed that strain penetration would occur in only one 47 

direction), premature rupture of the reinforcing bars, and lower hysteretic energy dissipation. 48 

Also, locally-concentrated strain in the bars may impact the residual low cycle fatigue life 49 

available to withstand future earthquakes. 50 
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The limited- and single-crack mechanism in RC beams may be attributed to the common 51 

construction practice of using cold joints and curtailment of bars close to the column face. Two 52 

examples of reinforcement detailing of such beams, found in Wellington buildings, are 53 

presented in Figure 2. In precast RC structures, it is not uncommon to find cases where the 54 

longitudinal reinforcement in the seating ledge for precast floor units are curtailed at the beam 55 

end  (Figure 2a) or cases where secondary longitudinal bars provided against shrinkage cracks 56 

and/or for proper anchorage of transverse reinforcement are also curtailed at the beam end 57 

(Figure 2b & c). According to Choi and Chao (2019), bar curtailment close to the column face 58 

is also a common practice in the United States. Hence, a significant number of buildings in the 59 

United States may also be susceptible to a single crack plastic hinge response 60 

Figure 3 represents a single-curvature with curtailed bars (similar to Figure 2b and also 61 

presented in Figure 4a). As shown in the figure, a lateral load demand V corresponding to the 62 

yield moment capacity of the beam at section A-A is insufficient to yield the sections adjacent 63 

A-A (e.g., B-B). Hence, inelastic deformations starts concentrating at section A-A, leading to 64 

a single crack dominated mechanism. For the beam in Figure 3, secondary flexural cracks may 65 

develop at sections away from section A-A if the moment demands at these sections is larger 66 

than the cracking moment capacity at these sections. As would be discussed subsequently in 67 

this paper, the contribution of these secondary cracks to the inelastic behaviour is insignificant 68 

compared with the contribution of the single crack at the beam-column interface.  69 

Following the Christchurch Earthquakes, there was concern expressed (See Mander and 70 

Rodgers (2015)) that low-cycle fatigue capacity of longitudinal reinforcement in plastic hinge 71 

zones may have been significantly reduced as a result of one or more earthquake events in the 72 

sequence. It was assumed that the worst-case scenario might be present in components 73 

dominated by localised damage mechanisms. This assumption was based on an unproven 74 
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notion that the localised damage mechanism results in accumulated inelastic strains in the 75 

sections of the longitudinal bars at the beam-column interface; hence, quickly consuming the 76 

available strain capacity in the bars.  77 

The main aim of the experimental program described in this paper was to investigate the 78 

seismic performance of beams with a single-crack plastic hinge. In order to provide a holistic 79 

understanding of the response of these components, the experimental program was structured 80 

such that the influence of various critical parameters can be studied. Likewise, the reparability 81 

and residual deformation capacity of these beams were explored. Furthermore, the adequacy 82 

of international seismic assessment guidelines in predicting the response of the test specimens 83 

was assessed. While the experimental program focused on beams with curtailed bars, the 84 

results presented here may also apply to well-confined conventional RC beams with cold joints.   85 

Test specimens 86 

Beam specimen and test set-up 87 

As earlier mentioned, RC beams from certain high-rise structures exhibited single-crack plastic 88 

hinge response during the 2011 Christchurch and 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes. One such 89 

building was a ten-storey RC ductile perimeter frame structure with pre-cast floor units in 90 

Wellington designed in 1986 (See Figure 1a for a photo taken from the building). The RC 91 

beams of the building had curtailed bar detailing similar to Figure 2b and c. For the sake of 92 

confidentiality, this building shall be referred to as Building A in this paper. 93 

Six full-scale RC beam specimens with reinforcement detailing similar to those of actual beams 94 

that experienced single-crack plastic hinge behaviour in Building A were constructed. All 95 

specimens had cross-sectional dimension of 400mm x 700mm. Also, 10mm transverse stirrups, 96 

with spacing of 120mm, were provided in all specimens (Figure 4). Also, the D12 and D16 97 
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bars terminate 30mm away from the beam-foundation interface. Figure 5 represents the general 98 

test set-up for the beam specimens.  99 

Test specimen details are summarised in Table 1. The description of the specimen ID labels 100 

are also provided in Table 1. Four of the beam specimens were nominally identical and had the 101 

same reinforcement layout, shear span of 1960mm and an aspect ratio (shear span to effective 102 

depth ratio) of 3.2. Specimen CYC-1.24.25 has the same reinforcement layout as the four 103 

specimens with a shear span of 1960mm but the shear span was reduced to 1240mm. Specimen 104 

CYC-1.24.25 was tested at a shorter aspect ratio to demonstrate the possibility of a change in 105 

mechanism to a failure through a diagonal failure plane. It was important to see how these 106 

parameters affect the drift capacity of shorter beams expected to have a single-crack plastic 107 

hinge response. CYC-1.96.32 had a different reinforcement layout (See Figure 4b), but a 108 

similar longitudinal reinforcement ratio. Likewise, the bar grade for the longitudinal 109 

reinforcement was different. Specimen CYC-1.96.32 has been detailed to explore the effect of 110 

a longer strain penetration length due to the larger bar size and steel grade on the damage 111 

mechanism. 112 

All specimens were tested in an upright position (Figure 5). A dynamic actuator with a force 113 

capacity of ±300kN and displacement capacity of ±150 mm was used in testing beam 114 

specimens CYC-1.24.25, EQ-S-1.96.25, EQ-D-1.96.25 and EQ-R-1.96.25. An actuator with a 115 

force capacity of ±1000kN and displacement capacity of ±500 mm was used in testing beam 116 

specimen CYC-1.24.25, and CYC-1.96.32 as the expected lateral strength capacity of these 117 

two specimens exceeded that of the 300kN actuator.  118 

Global deformations in the specimens and loading frame were measured and monitored 119 

throughout the test. A total of 21 instrumentations were used (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). Five 120 

displacement gauges were placed on either edge of each specimen to measure axial strains and 121 
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curvature. Two displacement gauges were connected to the base of the beam and foundation 122 

in order to capture fixed-end rotation due to bar slip fully. A displacement gauge and a linear 123 

potentiometer were attached to the beam and foundation to provide readings on shear sliding 124 

at the base crack (Figure 6). In order to measure shear deformations, two linear potentiometers, 125 

arranged in an X-configuration, were adopted. Two vertical string potentiometers were placed 126 

on either side of the beam to measure beam elongation. Two in-plane horizontal string 127 

potentiometers were used to measure in-plane displacement at the location where beam 128 

elongation was measured and at the point of load application. Three LVDTs were also used to 129 

check that no form of rocking, horizontal sliding or vertical uplift occurred at the foundation-130 

strong floor interface (note that these LVDTs are not shown in the figures). To avoid 131 

influencing the bond-slip response of the longitudinal bars in the test specimens, no strain 132 

gauges were attached to the longitudinal reinforcement. 133 

Loading protocol 134 

Specimens CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 135 

Three specimens (CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32) were subjected to a standard 136 

cyclic protocol at quasi-static rate of 0.75mm/sec (Figure 7). One cyclic reversal to 0.1% and 137 

0.3% drift ratio were followed with two cyclic reversals to 0.6%, 1%, 2%, 3% and so on with 138 

increments of 1%.  In each of these three tests, using crack width gauges, crack widths were 139 

measured at peak drifts and demand corresponding to zero lateral force (i.e. residual crack 140 

width).  141 

Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 142 

This specimen was used to assess the reparability and low-cycle fatigue performance of a beam 143 

with a single-crack plastic hinge. For this procedure, an earthquake-type loading protocol was 144 

developed and adopted. The EQ protocol was derived from the displacement history on the 145 
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ground floor beams extracted from a time history analysis on a 2D model of Building A using 146 

a ground motion record at a nearby station from the 2016 Kaikoura Earthquake. Further details 147 

on  the model are provided in Opabola (2021). 148 

The adopted initial EQ protocol had a peak drift of 1.03% (Figure 8a). After the initial EQ 149 

protocol was concluded, the beam was repaired via epoxy injection by an external contractor 150 

and prepared for Part II testing. Details on the repair procedure can be sourced from Opabola 151 

(2021)  For Part II, the repaired beam was initially subjected to a peak drift demand which is 152 

representative of the building drift under an ultimate limit state (ULS) design level event, 153 

computed in accordance with NZS 1170.5 (Standards New Zealand 2004). This ULS drift 154 

demand corresponds to 2%. Hence, the ULS design level event was derived by scaling the Part 155 

I loading protocol by two. The beam was then subjected to one cycle at peak drift of 3% - 156 

corresponding to the drift at which lateral degradation initiated in nominally-identical specimen 157 

CYC-1.96.25 (Figure 8a). This allowed for comparison of displacement history effects on the 158 

four nominally identical specimens (i.e. CYC-1.96.25, EQ-R-1.96.25, EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-159 

D-1.96.25) up until 3% drift. The repaired beam provides information on recoverable stiffness 160 

of beams with a single-crack plastic hinge following repair.  161 

After the Part II experiment, the beam was again repaired to test the low-cycle fatigue of a 162 

beam that has been through two significant earthquakes (Part III). During Part III experiment, 163 

the beam was subjected to a total of 110 cycles at different peak drifts followed by cyclic 164 

reversals at large drift demands. Figure 8b provides information on drift demands and number 165 

of cycles. Since the intent was to assess the low-cycle fatigue capacity of the reinforcement, it 166 

was decided to simulate the axial restraint to beam elongation present in moment-resisting 167 

frame buildings. Aside from simulating the restraint to beam elongation, similar to typical low-168 

cycle fatigue tests on bare bars, it was desirable to suppress sliding shear and subject the 169 
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longitudinal bars to only tension and compression strain reversals. Given that the beam axial 170 

force-elongation relationship is building-specific and typically nonlinear, it is difficult to 171 

simulate the realistic restraint to beam elongation. A simple elastic axial restraint system, 172 

consisting of a spreader beam across the top of the specimen and two 26.5mm high-strength 173 

restraining rods, was adopted in this study (See Figure 5b). The elastic restraint system was 174 

used to induce an axial compression force linearly proportional to the beam elongation. Prior 175 

to testing, the restraining rods were tensioned to provide an initial axial force of 50kN in order 176 

to avoid any movement of the spreader beam during testing. This test also provided an 177 

opportunity to explore the effectiveness of external post-tensioning system as a practical 178 

method of controlling beam-column interface sliding in beams susceptible to single-crack 179 

plastic hinge behaviour.  180 

Specimens EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25 181 

To explore the influence of displacement rate on seismic response and residual capacity, two 182 

specimens, Specimen EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25, were initially subjected to identical 183 

displacement histories at a quasi-static and dynamic rate, respectively, followed by a standard 184 

cyclic test at quasi-static rate.  This procedure has been used in assessing residual capacity of 185 

RC bridge piers by Chung et al. (2008). More recently, Marder et al. (2018) adopted the 186 

protocol in assessing the residual capacity of conventionally-reinforced ductile RC beams.  187 

The earthquake protocol used for Part I test on EQ-R-1.96.25 was adopted for this purpose. It 188 

was, however, scaled to 3% peak drift to match the peak drift from the baseline test (CYC-189 

1.96.25) where onset of bar kinking was first noticed. Following the earthquake protocol, the 190 

damaged beam specimens were subjected to the standard loading protocol (Figure 7) at quasi-191 

static rate for both specimens.  192 
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Material properties 193 

It is noteworthy that all the specimens were constructed with reinforcing bars and concrete 194 

from the same batch, except for Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 which was built separately. The 195 

specified concrete compressive strength was 25MPa and the mean compressive strength 196 

obtained from standard compressive strength tests ranged from 26MPa to 31MPa. Three 197 

coupon samples of each rebar type were tested to obtain their stress-strain behaviour. 198 

Mechanical properties of each type of reinforcing bar are presented in Table 2. As mentioned 199 

earlier, Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 was built separately with a different concrete and 200 

reinforcement batch, as designated in Table 2. 201 

Test observations 202 

Results from the experimental tests are summarised in the following sections. Information 203 

provided includes damage pattern and damage progression, force-displacement response, base 204 

rotation-displacement demand response, beam elongation response, and base sliding response. 205 

These results are used to describe and provide data on the response of beams with a single-206 

crack mechanism. 207 

Damage pattern 208 

Specimens CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25, and CYC-1.96.32 209 

Crack width (residual and peak) measurement and damage progression in Specimens CYC-210 

1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25, and CYC-1.96.32 are presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10. As shown 211 

in Figure 10(a-c), the response of CYC-1.96.25 was dominated by damage concentration at the 212 

beam end with a number of secondary flexural cracks along the beam span.  The widths of the 213 

secondary flexural cracks along Specimen CYC-1.96.25 were between 0.1 and 0.25mm 214 

throughout the experiment. The response of specimen CYC-1.24.25 was dominated by the 215 

concentration of damage at the beam end as well as the initiation and propagation of diagonal 216 
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cracks along the beam span. In comparison with specimen CYC-1.96-25, more secondary 217 

flexural cracks were observed in specimen CYC-1.96.32. These secondary cracks are attributed 218 

to the higher yield strength of the longitudinal bars. For specimen CYC-1.96.32, the lateral 219 

demand corresponding to the critical section yielding is sufficient to induce flexural cracking 220 

along the length of the beam. These secondary cracks were, however, typically less than 221 

0.25mm and did not contribute significantly to the inelastic response of the beam specimen. 222 

Furthermore, vertical bond-splitting cracks were observed in CYC-1.96.32. These cracks may 223 

also be attributed to the fact that larger dowel mechanism in this specimen resulted in the 224 

buckling of the stirrups; thereby, reducing the confinement effect from these stirrups. No bar 225 

fracture occurred in any of these tests. 226 

Specimens EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25 227 

As previously mentioned, specimens EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25 were both initially 228 

subjected to the same loading protocol but at different loading rates. The tests were not stopped 229 

during the EQ protocol; hence, the damage state could only be observed at the end of the EQ 230 

protocol. The observed damages for both cases were quite similar and the effect of loading rate 231 

on damage was not noticeable (Figure 11a and Figure 12a). Also, the damage state was similar 232 

to that observed in the Specimen CYC-1.96.25 at 3% drift. The beams were then prepared for 233 

the residual capacity test by removing delaminated concrete from the specimens.  234 

For the residual capacity tests, through cycles up to 3%, no additional damage was noticed in 235 

both beams. However, more significant shear sliding, in comparison to CYC-1.96.25 was 236 

noticeable (Further discussions on shear sliding are presented subsequently). Once the drift 237 

demands exceeded 3%, additional concrete spalling initiated due to dowel actions in the 238 

longitudinal bars. Similar to other specimens, no bar fracture occurred (Figure 11b & Figure 239 

12b). 240 
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Specimens EQ-R-1.96.25 241 

Measured residual primary crack width at the base at the end of Part I was 3.6mm with a 242 

residual sliding displacement of 1mm. It is noteworthy that post-earthquake evaluation of 243 

Building A showed a residual primary crack width of 3 – 4mm and residual vertical sliding 244 

displacement of 1.5mm in some of the ground floor beams (See Figure 1a); suggesting that the 245 

loading protocol for Part I was sufficient to replicate the real earthquake damage state.  246 

The EQ phase of Part II was run non-stop and visual assessment was only possible at the end 247 

of the EQ phase. At the end of the EQ phase, a single crack 6-7mm wide had developed at the 248 

base. This crack developed slightly above the previously sealed crack (compare Figure 13a and 249 

b).  This crack increased to 11-12mm after the final cycle to 3%. Concrete cover spalling 250 

occurred at only one edge of the beam specimen (Figure 13b).  251 

The specimen was inspected and epoxy repaired prior to Part III loading. Visual inspection of 252 

the main longitudinal reinforcement showed no significant kinking of the bars. As previously 253 

mentioned, with the aim of inhibiting a premature sliding shear failure during this experiment, 254 

an axial restraint system was employed (Figure 5b). After a total of 110 cycles without a fatigue 255 

failure, the beam specimen was loaded monotonically to a drift demand of 8% followed by a 256 

pull to -6.5% and eventually a push to 9.5%. The drift demand at the end of the experiment 257 

was restricted to the stroke limit of the actuator. During the initial cycles at 1% drift, a single 258 

crack was formed at the base of the beam specimen, around the vicinity of the previously sealed 259 

crack. Cycles to drift demands of 1.5% and 2% were characterised by the initiation and 260 

propagation of cracks from the beam end to a distance of about 130mm along the beam length. 261 

Significant spalling of the concrete cover occurred during cycles to drift demand of 2.5% while 262 

buckling of the main longitudinal bars only became obvious during cycles to 4% drift. By the 263 
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end of the experiment at 9.5% drift, the bars had buckled significantly but no bar fracture 264 

occurred. 265 

Force-displacement response 266 

Load-displacement responses of the beam specimens are presented in Figure 14. The lateral 267 

load is the load applied by the actuator while the drift ratio is calculated as the ratio of the 268 

displacement demand at the actuator to load height, measured from the beam-foundation 269 

interface to the point of lateral load application.  From the load-displacement plots, the ultimate 270 

drift capacities were measured and presented in Table 3. The ultimate drift capacity was defined 271 

as the drift corresponding to 20% loss of lateral resistance. Furthermore, the effective stiffness 272 

for all six test specimens, measured using a similar procedure adopted by Opabola and Elwood 273 

(2020), are presented in Table 3.  274 

Experimental result show that the baseline specimen, CYC-1.96.25, only suffered lateral 275 

failure at 5% drift. A decrease in aspect ratio did not have adverse effect on the cyclic response 276 

of the beam as Specimen CYC-1.24.25 also suffered lateral failure at 5%. On the other hand, 277 

an ultimate drift capacity of 7% was measured in Specimen CYC-1.96.32.  278 

A comparison of measured peak strength to theoretical flexural strength (Vtheor), computed 279 

through a section analysis using measured material properties, show that all components 280 

attained their flexural strength (see Figure 14). Specimen EQ-S-1.96.25 reached a peak lateral 281 

force of 233.5kN during the quasi-static EQ displacement protocol with a maximum peak drift 282 

of 3%. Due to the section loss (See Figure 11a  for the damage state of test specimen prior to 283 

quasi-static tests) during the EQ protocol, the peak strength of the damaged specimen was only 284 

202kN. Further discussion on the residual performance of these beams is provided 285 

subsequently in this paper. 286 
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Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 was able to reach lateral strength of 216kN when pushed to a drift 287 

demand of 1%. After repair, when subjected to a peak drift of 3%, the beam reached its full 288 

peak strength of 236kN. Expectedly, the repaired beam had suffered no strength degradation 289 

at the end of the Part II test.  290 

Contrary to initial assumptions following the 2010/2011 Canterbury and 2016 Kaikoura 291 

earthquakes, all the beams in this study were able to undergo significant inelastic deformation 292 

without loss of lateral strength. As will be discussed subsequently, the reduction in flexural 293 

curvature contribution to the inelastic deformation was compensated for by an increase in 294 

bond-slip mechanism contribution.  295 

Deformation components 296 

The contribution of various deformation components to the total response of the specimens 297 

were extracted from instruments attached to the beams. Interested readers should refer to 298 

Opabola (2021) for details on how the deformation components were computed.  299 

Figure 15 shows the contribution of all deformation components to the response of specimens 300 

subjected to the standard cyclic protocol (CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32) up to 301 

3% drift demand. To prevent damage, displacement gauges were uninstalled after the cycles to 302 

3% drift were completed. As shown in Figure 15a, prior to yielding of the specimen, bar slip 303 

deformation contributes about 48% of the total deformation but this increases to about 80% in 304 

the post-yield phase. There is also an increase in shear sliding with increasing drift demands, 305 

attributed to axial elongation concentrated at the beam-foundation interface, leading to a 306 

reduction in aggregate interlock resistance. Experimental data on the axial elongation-shear 307 

sliding behavior of the specimens are available in Opabola (2021). The contributions of 308 

deformations due to flexure are also quite prominent during the elastic phase but it fades away 309 

with an increase in ductility demands.  310 
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Contrary to observations in specimen CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 is significantly dominated 311 

(about 60%) by bar-slip deformation during the elastic phase. The contribution of bar-slip 312 

deformation to the elastic response was about twice the flexural contribution. This is due to the 313 

shorter aspect ratio of the beam. Typically, short beam-column components have a larger 314 

contribution of bar slip deformation to total yield rotation (Opabola and Elwood 2020). Similar 315 

to Specimen CYC-1.96.25, the contribution of bar slip to total deformation during the inelastic 316 

phase rises to about 80%. With an increase in drift demand, the contribution of shear sliding at 317 

the beam-column interface and shear deformation along the shear span increased.   318 

The elastic response of specimen CYC-1.96.32 is similar to that of CYC-1.96.25. This is not 319 

surprising, as studies (Opabola and Elwood 2020) have pointed out that the percentage 320 

contribution of different deformation components in the elastic range is not significantly 321 

influenced by bar grade or bar size. Likewise, the inelastic responses of specimens CYC-322 

1.96.32 and CYC-1.96.25 up until 3% drift are quite similar.  323 

 324 

Reparability and residual capacity 325 

Figure 16 compares the hysteresis plot for the baseline specimen (CYC-1.96.25) and the 326 

damaged specimens EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25. As shown in Figure 16a, the influence 327 

of the initial EQ displacement protocol fades away once the target drift demand exceeds 3% 328 

(peak drift of the EQ protocol). The larger strength resistance of the damaged beam in the 329 

negative quadrant of the plot is attributed to a lesser amount of 3% cycles in the negative 330 

direction. Given the large EQ drift demands on the undamaged EQ-S-1.96.25, one can 331 

conclude that, aside from reduced stiffness, unrepaired beams may perform adequately well 332 

without reduction in deformation capacity for a subsequent strong earthquake.  333 
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Despite similarities in observed damages in Specimens EQ-S-1.96.25 and EQ-D-1.96.25 (see 334 

Figure 11a and Figure 12a) at the end of the EQ protocol, a slightly larger reduction in strength 335 

was observed in the damaged EQ-D-1.96.25 (Figure 16). It is noteworthy, however, that similar 336 

effective stiffness values were measured in both damaged specimens.  337 

As earlier mentioned, the repair of Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 prior to Part II test only focused 338 

on the critical single crack damage zone as it was assumed that in reality, the presence of axial 339 

compression would probably make the minor cracks (all less than 0.2mm) away from the 340 

interface invisible or practically impossible to inject with epoxy.  341 

During the last few cycles of Part I, the stiffness of the beam had degraded from 0.25 to 0.14EIg. 342 

It is noted that the ductility demand at the end of Part I is approximately 2. The initial stiffness 343 

of the repaired specimen was 0.165EIg, corresponding to about 17% regained stiffness or 66% 344 

of undamaged specimen. This may be due to the fact that only the single crack at the base was 345 

repaired and the minor secondary cracks (all less than 0.2mm) may have contributed to lateral 346 

deformations. Also, there is a possibility that the epoxy was unable to effectively reinstate the 347 

concrete-rebar bond lost due to yield penetration. 348 

Past studies (French et al. 1990; Popov and Bertero 1975; Marder et al. (2018b)) on epoxy 349 

repair of RC beams with distributed cracking, subjected to similar or larger level of ductility 350 

demand (than Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25) prior to epoxy repair have provided varying results on 351 

restored stiffness of repaired specimens. In their test on beam specimens with an aspect ratio 352 

of 4.8 subjected to an initial ductility demand of 2, French et al. (1990) observed a 70% 353 

reduction in original stiffness during the initial displacement history. Following epoxy 354 

injection, the stiffness was restored to 88% of the initial stiffness. Likewise, Marder et al. 355 

(2018b) reported that 80-85% of initial stiffness was restored in epoxy-repaired beams (with 356 

aspect ratio of 3.8) subjected to initial ductility demands of 4 and 6. On the other hand, Popov 357 
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and Bertero (1975), noted that only 56% of initial stiffness was regained in an epoxy-repaired 358 

beam (aspect ratio of 2.9) subjected to an initial ductility demand of 4.3. 359 

Further examination of the aforementioned experimental programs show that the beams tested 360 

by French et al. (1990) and Marder et al. (2018b) have low maximum shear stress values (~ 361 

0.1√f’c in MPa units); hence were flexure-governed. Also, given the aspect ratio of these 362 

components, the responses of the beams were dominated mainly by deformation due flexural 363 

curvature. On the other hand, the beam tested by Popov and Bertero (1975) was shorter with a 364 

high shear stress demand  (~ 0.45√f’c in MPa units); hence, the response was dominated by 365 

flexure-shear response (i.e. diagonal cracking) with larger contribution of bond-slip 366 

deformation.  367 

For flexure-dominated slender beams, bond degradation is lower and the only damage that 368 

needs to be repaired are the flexural cracks which are easily reparable; hence the reason for the 369 

larger restored stiffness in these cases. For beams dominated by bond-slip deformation, i.e. 370 

squat beams and beams with single-crack plastic hinge response, the loss of stiffness during an 371 

initial earthquake event is mainly due to concrete-rebar bond degradation. As earlier 372 

mentioned, the lower stiffness gain in the repaired components may be attributed to the 373 

inability of epoxy to effectively reinstate the concrete-rebar bond lost due to yield penetration. 374 

Hence, in squat beams, beams with high shear stress demand (i.e. ≥ 0.25√f’c in MPa units) and 375 

beams with single-crack plastic hinge response, it should be conservatively assumed that only 376 

60% of the initial stiffness can be restored by epoxy injection. It is noteworthy, however, that 377 

despite the loss in stiffness, Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 performed well throughout the Part II test, 378 

with no loss in strength (See Figure 14f); suggesting, the strength and deformation capacity of 379 

the beam (despite lower stiffness) was not compromised. Additional tests are, however, needed 380 

to validate this. 381 
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Low-cycle fatigue test 382 

To date, low cycle fatigue testing has focused on bar specimens (Kashani et al. 2015; Mander 383 

et al. 1994; Tripathi et al. 2018), but very little test data is available on the performance of a 384 

complete RC beam plastic hinge. Low cyclic fatigue testing of bar specimens show that tensile 385 

fatigue rupture typically occurs after the bar has buckled in the preceding compression cycle 386 

(Mander et al. 1994). This implies the plastic strain imposed on the test specimen is a measure 387 

of work required to cause sufficient Bauschinger softening to invoke plastic buckling. The 388 

plastic strain required to cause rupture of the bar is the cyclic test strain plus the high local 389 

curvature strain associated with buckled shape.  390 

El-Bahy et al. (1999) studied the low cycle fatigue characteristics of four nominally identical 391 

RC circular columns subjected to cyclic reversals at 2%, 4%, 5.5% and 7%. The authors noted 392 

that no significant damage was observed after 150 cycles to 2%. Specimens subjected to 4%, 393 

5.5% and 7% suffered low cycle fatigue failure after 26, 10, 3 cycles, respectively. For the 394 

current study, it was of interest to evaluate the effect of accumulated low cycle fatigue damage 395 

in a beam, that has been through two significant seismic events up until onset of bar kinking 396 

(peak drift of 3%), during future seismic events and aftershock.  397 

The El-Bahy et al. (1999) study is relevant for beam-column components with distributed 398 

cracking mechanism. With the aim of studying the low-cycle fatigue behaviour of bond-399 

dominated beams, Erberik and Sucuogulu (2004) tested RC beams with plain longitudinal 400 

reinforcement and concluded that the dominating slip mechanism in the beams resulted in a 401 

stable hysteresis which is different from what is obtainable in beam-column components with 402 

distributed cracking mechanism. Beam specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 provided the interesting 403 

opportunity to look at the low-cycle fatigue behaviour of a bond-slip mechanism-dominated 404 

beam with deformed bars. 405 
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As earlier noted, beam specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 had been axially restrained for Part III in order 406 

to suppress sliding shear and subject the longitudinal bars to only tension and compression 407 

strain reversals. As shown in Figure 17, after 110 cycles to 2.5%, the low-cycle fatigue test 408 

was discontinued and the beam suffered failure in the positive direction at about 9.5% drift. 409 

The good performance of the beam is a reflection that contrary to initial assumptions, the low 410 

cycle fatigue capacity of longitudinal bars in beams with curtailed bars is not compromised. 411 

The low-cycle fatigue response is attributed to the fact that under increased cyclic demands, 412 

the longitudinal bars in well-detailed beams susceptible to single-crack plastic hinge behavior, 413 

continue to get strained over a longer length (irrespective of the loading protocol). This spread 414 

of inelastic deformation in the tensile bars ensures that the strain capacity of the bar is not 415 

exhausted; hence the reason no bar fracture was observed in all of the tests. The dominating 416 

bond-slip mechanism in beams with a single-crack plastic hinge behaviour may make their 417 

low-cycle fatigue response superior to that of beams with distributed cracking. Further testing 418 

and analysis are required to validate this. Also, the results of this test suggest that if bar buckling 419 

does not occur during an earthquake event, then the moderate yielding sustained will not 420 

meaningfully reduce the fatigue life of the reinforcement.  421 

Comparison of measured plastic rotation capacity 422 

ASCE/SEI 41-17 423 

Table 10-7 of ASCE/SEI 41-17 provides an estimate for the plastic rotation capacity at lateral 424 

failure for flexure-dominated beams as a function of maximum shear stress, longitudinal and 425 

transverse reinforcement detailing. The maximum shear stresses (Vu/(bd√f’c)) of specimens 426 

CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.96.32 and CYC-1.24.25 are 0.17√f’c, 0.22√f’c and 0.26√f’c respectively; 427 

hence the predicted plastic rotation at capacity at lateral failure for all three specimens equals 428 

0.025.  429 
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Table 4 presents a comparison of measured plastic rotation capacities for CYC-1.96.25, CYC-430 

1.96.32 and CYC-1.24.25 to those predicted using ASCE/SEI 41-17. The measured plastic 431 

rotation capacity was computed as the difference between the measured drift capacity 432 

(presented in Table 3) and the yield rotation was measured from the force-displacement 433 

backbone by drawing a secant line, from the origin to pass through the backbone curve at 70% 434 

of maximum lateral load (Vmax), to intersect the horizontal line corresponding to Vmax. Yield 435 

rotation is taken as drift at the intersection of the secant line with the horizontal line drawn at 436 

Vmax. This approach adapted from Sivaramakrishnan (2010). As shown in Table 4, ASCE/SEI 437 

41-17 underestimates the plastic rotation capacities for all three specimens. 438 

NZ Guidelines 2017 (MBIE et al. 2017) 439 

NZ Guidelines (MBIE et al. 2017), published after the 2016 Kaikoura Earthquakes, adopts a 440 

moment-curvature approach (Paulay and Priestley 1992) for evaluating the plastic rotation 441 

capacity of beams expected to be dominated by single crack plastic hinge response. The 442 

guidelines, however, (MBIE et al. 2017) reduced the assumed plastic hinge length by a factor 443 

of 0.2.  As presented in Paulay and Priestley (1992), the plastic rotation capacity of a beam-444 

column element can be estimated as: 445 

  ,p u y p sl     (1) 

 446 

Where y and u are the yield curvature and ultimate curvature capacity, respectively; lp,s is 447 

equivalent single-crack plastic hinge length provided as 20% of the Paulay and Priestley (1992) 448 

formulation (Equation (2)). 449 

 , 0.2 0.08 0.022p s y bl a f d   
(2) 
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The ultimate curvature capacity corresponds to the curvature when the maximum concrete 450 

compressive strain limit or steel tensile strain limit (as defined by NZ Guidelines (2018)) is 451 

attained.  452 

As shown in Table 4, NZ Guidelines (MBIE et al. 2017) underestimates the plastic rotation 453 

capacities for all three specimens by a factor of 5. This comparison showed that the reduction 454 

factor (i.e. 0.2 times plastic hinge length) adopted by the NZ Guidelines is not appropriate.  455 

 456 

NZ Guidelines 2018 (MBIE et al. 2018) 457 

Based on the outcome of the current study, the NZ Guidelines provisions for evaluating the 458 

plastic rotation capacity of beams expected to be dominated by single crack plastic hinge 459 

response was updated to reflect the fact the spread of inelastic deformation is solely through 460 

strain penetration. The plastic hinge length equation was updated to: 461 

, (1 )p s sp spl k l   
(3) 

lsp is the strain penetration length (taken as 0.022fydb) and ksp is a factor that reflects the 462 

propensity of strain penetration in the longitudinal bars. For beams with curtailed bars such as 463 

the beams tested in this paper, ksp is taken to be equal to 1.0. Lower values of ksp are provided 464 

in NZ Guidelines 2018 for other single crack conditions (e.g. walls with grout sleeve 465 

connectors and drossbach ducts).  466 

As shown in Table 4, NZ Guidelines 2018 (MBIE et al. 2018) provides the best estimate for 467 

the plastic rotation capacity of beams with single crack plastic hinge behaviour. 468 
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Conclusions 469 

In comparison with ductile RC beams with significant distributed cracking along the plastic 470 

hinge region, the response of modern RC beams expected to exhibit a single-crack plastic hinge 471 

behaviour is less understood. Due to a lack of sufficient understanding on the response of 472 

components dominated by concentrated deformation at the beam-column interface, these 473 

beams are assumed to be susceptible to high tensile strain demands and potential bar fracture 474 

under seismic demands.  475 

In order to explore this assumption, the behaviour of six RC beams (five slender and one 476 

stocky) susceptible to developing a single-crack plastic hinge was investigated experimentally. 477 

Of interest to this study was understanding the seismic behaviour, post-earthquake reparability 478 

and residual low-cycle fatigue life of such beams.   The results show that: 479 

• The behaviour of the RC beam specimens was governed by hinge rotation via a bond-480 

slip mechanism at the column face. Bond-slip deformation accounts for up to 80% of 481 

total deformation in the beam specimens. In the stocky RC beam specimen, high shear 482 

stresses caused the initiation of diagonal cracks along the shear span.  Irrespective of the 483 

‘unorthodox’ damage mechanisms in the beams, they were able to withstand drift 484 

demands larger than 4% without loss in lateral resistance.  485 

• The single crack mechanism did not inhibit the beam from exhibiting desirable ductility. 486 

However, as displacement demand increased, the contribution of shear sliding 487 

deformation to total deformation increased. Under displacement demands lesser than 2%, 488 

shear resistance at the beam-foundation interface is provided through contributions from 489 

aggregate interlock and dowel resistance of the longitudinal reinforcement. As 490 

displacement increased and the beams elongated, the contribution of aggregate interlock 491 

to shear sliding resistance decreased, leading to an increase in shear sliding deformation. 492 
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• The residual drift capacity of the earthquake-damaged beams is not highly influenced by 493 

previous seismic demands up to 3% drift. There is, however, a reduction in peak strength 494 

in unrepaired beams. The reduction in peak strength is attributed to concrete cover 495 

delamination or crushing.  496 

• In the repaired specimen in which only the base crack of a damaged beam was repaired, 497 

66% of the stiffness of the undamaged specimen was regained. The low stiffness gain of 498 

the repaired beam also suggests that the epoxy may not have effectively reinstated bond 499 

lost due to yield penetration. In components susceptible to severe concrete-rebar bond 500 

degradation, i.e. beams with high shear stress demand (i.e. Vu/(bd√f’c) ≥ 0.25√f’c in MPa 501 

units) and beams with single-crack plastic hinge response, it should be conservatively 502 

assumed that only 60% of the initial stiffness can be restored by epoxy injection. 503 

Additional tests are, however, needed to further validate this. 504 

• A low-cycle fatigue test demonstrated the good performance of beams with a single-505 

crack plastic hinge behaviour. This low-cycle fatigue response is attributed to the fact 506 

that under increased cyclic demands, the longitudinal bars continues to get strained over 507 

a longer length. This spread of inelastic deformation in the tensile bars ensures that the 508 

strain capacity of the bar is not exhausted. 509 

 510 
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 List of Tables 598 

Table 1 – Test specimens and test matrix  599 

Specimen ID* Cross-

section 

type 

Aspect 

ratio  

(a/d) 

Bar 

size db 

(mm) 

Steel 

grade 

Test type 

CYC-1.96.25 A 3.2 25 300 Quasi-static cyclic (0.75mm/s) 

CYC-1.24.25 A 2.0 25 300 Quasi-static cyclic (0.75mm/s) 

CYC-1.96.32 B 3.2 32 500 Quasi-static cyclic (0.75mm/s) 

EQ-S-1.96.25 A 3.2 25 300 Quasi-static EQ (0.75mm/s) + Quasi-static 

cyclic (0.75mm/s) 

EQ-D-1.96.25 A 3.2 25 300 Pseudo-dynamic EQ (75mm/s) + Quasi-

static cyclic (0.75mm/s) 

EQ-R-1.96.25 A 3.2 25 300 Quasi-static EQ + low-cycle fatigue 

(0.75mm/s) (Reparability test) 
* - Specimen ID labels is related to the shear span (1.96m or 1.24m), bar size (25mm or 32mm) and loading 600 
protocol adopted in the specimens. CYC – Cyclic; EQ – Earthquake protocol; S – Quasi-static; D – Pseudo-601 
dynamic; R - Repaired 602 

 603 

 604 

 605 

Table 2 – Mechanical properties of transverse and longitudinal reinforcement 606 

Bar 

size 

Yield stress 

fy (MPa) 

Yield strain 

εy 

Start of strain 

hardening εsh 

Ultimate stress 

fu (MPa) 

Ultimate strain 

εu 

10mm 326.4 0.0026 0.018 420.7 0.2 

12mm 336 0.0018 0.026 454.6 0.22 

12mm* 316 0.0017 0.028 428 0.21 

16mm 363 0.0019 0.025 535 0.2 

16mm* 315 0.0018 0.028 425 0.18 

25mm 368 0.002 0.019 546.6 0.27 

25mm* 320 0.0018 0.019 466 0.21 

32mm 570 0.0029 0.017 737 0.12 

*Coupon sample from Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 which was constructed separately 607 

 608 

 609 

 610 

 611 
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Table 3 – Force-displacement parameters 612 

Specimen 
Vmax (kN) 

 

Vmax/(bd√f’c) 

(MPa) 

Measured 

θy (%) 

Effective 

stiffness 

(EIeff/EIg) 

Measured 

θu (%) 
(+) (-) 

CYC-1.96.25 229.9 227.6 0.17 0.48 0.22 5.0 

CYC-1.24.25 346.4 350.7 0.26 0.4 0.16 5.0 

CYC-1.96.32 299 299.3 0.22 0.8 0.2 7.0 

EQ-S-1.96.25 
EQ 233.5 233.2 0.17 0.6 0.18 - 

CYC 202 202.2 0.15 - 0.04 4.5 

EQ-D-1.96.25 
EQ 248.4 250.3 0.18 0.4 0.29 - 

CYC 186.2 189.9 0.14 - 0.046 4.5 

EQ-R-1.96.25 
Part I 203.7 216.2 0.16 0.38 0.25 - 

Part II 229.3 236.1 0.17 - 0.165 - 

 613 

 614 

 615 

 616 

Table 4 -  Comparison of measured to predicted plastic rotation capacity 617 

Specimen Predicted p (%) Measured/Predicted 

ASCE/SEI 41 

(ASCE 2017) 

NZ Guidelines 

(2017) 

NZ Guidelines 

(2018) 

ASCE/SEI 41 

(ASCE 2017) 

NZ Guidelines 

(2017) 

NZ Guidelines 

(2018) 

CYC-1.96.25 2.5 0.8 4.0 1.8 5.5 1.1 

CYC-1.24.25 2.5 0.8 4.0 1.8 5.5 1.15 

CYC-1.96.32 2.5 1.2 6.2 2.5 5.2 1.0 

 618 
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List of Figures 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1 – Single-crack plastic hinge length after the (a) Kaikoura earthquake; (b) Christchurch 

earthquake (Photos by Synge A and Smith and Devine (2012)) 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 2 – Bar curtailment close to the column face. (NB: - Curtailed bars are in red colour in 
(a), (b) and (c). (c) is a 3D view of (b)) 
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Figure 3 – Graphical explanation for the cause of the single-crack mechanism 
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(a) Type A

(b) Type B

Fig. 4 – Cross-sectional properties of the beam specimens (NB:- All D12 and D16 bars 

terminate 30mm away from the beam end. Bars prefixed with R were undeformed Grade 300, 

bars prefixed with D were deformed Grade 300 and bars prefixed with H were deformed 

Grade 500E) 
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(a) General test set-up showing locations

of string potentiometers 

(b) Axial restraint system for

Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 

Fig. 5 – Details of test set-up 
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Fig. 6 – Instrumentation layout (The lowest rosettes are 50mm away from the beam end. The 

vertical distance between other rosettes was 100mm) 
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Fig. 7 – Adopted standard cyclic loading protocol 
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(a) Part I and II (b) Part III

Fig. 8 – Loading protocol for Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 
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(a) CYC-1.96.25 (b) CYC-1.24.25

(c) CYC-1.96.32

Fig. 9 – Base crack width at peak drift and residual base crack width at zero force after peak 

drift in Specimens CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 
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Figure 10 – Damage progression in Specimen CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 
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(a) End of EQ protocol (b) End of Cyclic protocol

Fig. 11 – Pictures of Specimen EQ-S-1.96.25 
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(a) End of EQ protocol (b) End of Cyclic protocol

Fig. 12 – Pictures of Specimen EQ-D-1.96.25 
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(a) End of Part I (b) End of EQ phase of Part II

(c) End of Part II full cycle at 3% (d) After 30 cycles to 2.5% during Part III

Fig. 13 – Photos of Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 
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(a) CYC-1.96.25 (b) CYC-1.24.25

(c) CYC-1.96.32 (d) EQ-S-1.96.25

(e) EQ-D-1.96.25 (f) EQ-R-1.96.25

Fig. 14 – Force-displacement response of all beam specimens 
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(a) CYC-1.96.25 (b) CYC-1.24.25

(c) CYC-1.96.32

Fig. 15 – Contribution of deformation components to response of Specimens CYC-1.96.25, 

CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 
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(a) Damaged EQ-S-1.96.25 (b) Damaged EQ-D-1.96.25

Fig. 16 – Residual performance of (a) damaged EQ-S-1.96.25 and (b) EQ-D-1.96.25 
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Fig. 17 – Low cycle fatigue test on repaired beam EQ-R-1.96.25.
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List of figure captions 
 

Figure 1 – Single-crack plastic hinge length after the (a) Kaikoura earthquake; (b) 

Christchurch earthquake (Photos by Synge A and Smith and Devine (2012)) 
 

Fig. 2 – Bar curtailment close to the column face. (NB: - Curtailed bars are in red colour in 

(a), (b) and (c). (c) is a 3D view of (b)) 
 

Fig. 3 – Graphical explanation for the cause of the single-crack mechanism 
 

Fig. 4 – Cross-sectional properties of the beam specimens (NB:- All D12 and D16 bars 

terminate 30mm away from the beam end. Bars prefixed with R were undeformed Grade 300, 

bars prefixed with D were deformed Grade 300 and bars prefixed with H were deformed 

Grade 500E) 

Fig. 5 – Details of test set-up 
 

Fig. 6 – Instrumentation layout (The lowest rosettes are 50mm away from the beam end. The 

vertical distance between other rosettes was 100mm) 
 

Fig. 7 – Adopted standard cyclic loading protocol 

Fig. 8 – Loading protocol for specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 

Fig. 9 – Base crack width at peak drift and residual base crack width at zero force after peak 

drift in specimens CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 
 

Fig. 10 – Damage progression in specimen CYC-1.96.25, CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 

 
Fig. 11 – Pictures of specimen EQ-S-1.96.25 

Fig. 12 – Pictures of specimen EQ-D-1.96.25 

Fig. 13 – Photos of Specimen EQ-R-1.96.25 

Fig. 14 – Force-displacement response of all beam specimens 
 

Fig. 15 – Contribution of deformation components to response of specimens CYC-1.96.25, 

CYC-1.24.25 and CYC-1.96.32 

Fig. 16 – Residual performance of (a) damaged EQ-S-1.96.25 and (b) EQ-D-1.96.25 

Fig. 17 – Low cycle fatigue test on repaired beam EQ-R-1.96.25. 
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